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Abbot Laboratories:

Where technology
and life connect.

At Abbott Laboratories, we use the

best teclmology in the world to

manufacture pharmaceutical, diagnostic,

nutritional and hospital products - products

that make a difference in people's lives. If you

want to stay enthused about your career, challenged by

exciting, diverse technology and connected to information that

improves lives, then you belong at Abbott.

Our engineers are engaged in the discovery, development, manufacture, and support of

healthcare products in the following disciplines:

Chemical * Mechanical

Electrical * industrial

Environmental * General

Our corporate headquarters is located on a beautiful 600 acre campus-like setting.

Off 1-94 and Route 137, 40 miles north of downtown Chicago and 20 miles south of the

Wisconsin border. We offer outstanding career opportunities, and a benefits package that

makes your hard work worthwhile, including cash profit sharing, tuition assistance, and a

401(k) retirement savings plan plus a company paid pension plan. An EOE,

we are committed to employee diversity.

To learn more about us, check out our website at www.abbott.com.
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THE MIRACLE OF
MEDICINE AND TECHNOLOGY

A thoiisaiul yc.iis ago, you would have Ihtii lucky to livf to the age of 40. A hundred years ago, you would have heen "old" at 50. Toda

ihanLs to the almost niinieulous advances made in tiiedical technology, you can expect to live probably beyond the age of 70.

.My situation would have been tar difterent than yours, however. A thousand years ago, I wouldn't have survived beyond the age of 6, ar

a hundred years ago, 10. Spending the first 5 years ol my life in a developing nation, 1 know first-hand the importance of technology

medical care. Most of my time growing up in India found me sick and weak. 1 missed neady 70% of my schooling in those eady yeai

and doctors were baffled as to the problem. Eventually, alter visiting Saudi Arabia and undergoing several blood tests, physicians we

able to determine that 1 had a hemoglobin deficiency. Though they now understood exactly what was wrong with me, they we

powerless to do anything about it since they lacked the proper tools. Eventually, my doctor learned of a German wonder drug and h;

it imported. He prescribed it to me, and after several months of treatment, I was cured.

What I learned from my experience was though the techniques used by doctors in the developed world are practically the same as tho

used by doctors in poorer nations, the technological chasm is striking and a large cause of the disparity in life expectancies betwec

peoples of the world. People without access to hi-tech medical care are seemingly caught in a 100-year time warp - they're lucky to li

1 60, if they survive childbirth at all.

As time goes on, some scientific breakthroughs can have a global impact - the polio vaccine, the eradication of smallpox and tl

dissemination of penicillin have all undoubtedly saved millions of lives. But a more powerful medical revolution will occur not with t

results ot pure laboratory work, like the three abovementioned cases, but through the influence of computers.

The use ol computers is starting to fundamentally change health care, as it has changed nearly every other field of human endeavor,

tact, they have changed medicine so drastically that if Florence Nightingale were alive today, maybe she'd carry a laptop instead ol

lantern. In probably the most notable recent achievement, computers helped crack the human genome - the first step in developing

lunctional knowledge ol which genes control which characteristics. The next step? As the saying goes, "map the genome, hack t

genome."

As science readies itsell to ask, and perhaps answer, the most fundamental questions about hie and human existence, advancii

technology has given way to ethical debate. Stem cell research is the current contentious issue, and the decisions made today regard!

the fitnding ol such research may have far-reaching implications for humanity.

The possible benefits of such research are staggering and so far only speculated upon, but many observers agree that the use of embryoi

stem cells in medical research may lead to the eradication of several deadly diseases, helping an estimated 100 million people. The eflFei

of diseases like Alzheimers, Parkinson's, diabetes and many others could be seriously alleviated through this research. On the other sl(

critics claim that an embryo utilized in such research represents a human being with a soul and an unalienable right to live.

It will be our job in the coming years to set a course of action regarding medical research, and, hopefully, find a middle path that w

respect life while alleviating the suffering of millions.

It was the use of computers that also led to life-saving medical imaging technology like CT, or Computed Tomography, and PET,

Positron Emission Tomography. With the advent of fused imaging systems, like GE's Discovery LS, the precision and efiFectiveness

such scanning technologies continues to improve.

As we learn more about the human body, it's genetic coding, the structure and function of the brain and how the body reacts to differs

chemicals, we will be better able to develop techniques and technology to cure what ails us. Science is at a point where we can dare to

;

questions about the nature of life itself "Why must we grow old? Why must we die?" Having the courage to ask questions is where

advances begin.

Though the hybrid of traditional medicine and new technology has yielded awe-inspiring results, this fusion has a dark side. The co'

of this issue represents what can happen when technological healing runs amok. The being depicted is the artist's rendition of a medi

robot used in some distant future to dispense drugs and surgery to the sick and dying. The flindamental purpose of medicine is to hea

person, to care for their whole well being, and not just mechanically rid them of their ailments. Ifwe lose sight of this, and blindly devel

medical technology with no regard to it's effect on the human psyche, then we will lail in out mission as healers. The human on the od

Mde ot our machines, in medicine and any other field, must always be considered.

Is this the fijture we face? What is in store for us beyond the horizon? The rise ot nanotechnology will probably play a huge part in tiiti

medicine. The development of machines smaller than most disease-carrying agents will someday open the doors to a new age of hea

care. Damaged arteries will be fixed from the inside, and cancerous cells hunted down and destroyed by specially programmed robe

I'he growth of organs and bones, and the repair of individual nerves could help the blind to see and the paralyzed to walk again.

Though such miracles are undoubtedly decades in coming, there are miracles of technology all around us. I'm sure many ofyou owe y<

well-being or the well-being of someone you love to medical technology. Ifyou can read these words, you are alive, and can expect to

longer and longer as science and technolog)' bring us closer to finally conquering disease, and that, in itself is miraculous.

CJunmtiin Mukhopadhyay
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Into the Rossman Fold

"You KNOW," THE GOOD DOCTOR SAID

TO ME AS I STOOD UP TO LEAVE, "YOU'RE

NOT A VERY GOOD REPORTER. YOU
didn't REALLY ASK ME A SINGLE

QUESTION."

o
' didn't have to.

At least, that's what I

.would like to think, in

order to save some journalistic

face. I couUn't ask him anything. 1 .sat down opposite him at a table

with a pen in hand and my questions ready, but my eyes glossed

over for four early morning hours as I attempted to absorb every

word he said. At first I scribbled furiously onto a notepad I brought,

but I gave up after eight pages. You can't transcribe raw energy, and

that's exactly what crystallographer Dr. Bill Duax is. When he

begins to talk about crystallography, life or science, he speaks with

the intensity' only found in a person who has devoted his whole life

to a search for the underlying reality of

nature.

"My science is grounded in observation,

reproducible observation. Science is not

a belief system. If you expose a crystal o

a substance to X-rays you get the same

pattern of diffracted spots from every

crystal of that substance and that pattern

reveals the shaper of the molecules in ili

crystal. The beauty of crystallograph\ i

that it provides reliable informaiioi

about all kinds of materials. It is otitu

the most reliable and deta

information that can be obtained," Duj

said.

Dr. Duax received his B.A. in Chemisii

from St. Ambrose University in 1^'<>

and his Ph.D. in Physical Chemist i

from the University of Iowa in l')(i

Since then he has been a member ot t

Hauptman-Woodward Medica

Research Institute (where he served as

the Executive Vice President from 199^-

2000), given NATO workshops on

crystallography in Poland, Yugoslavia, Cuba, Italy, and Hungary, and

has been the editor of the newsletter of International Union of

Crystallographers (lUCr) since 1993. He has spent time researching

breast cancer, polycistic kidney disease and the effects of licorice on

hy Randy Duax

blood pressure. Most recently, he studied an ancient family of

enzymes called the short chain oxido reductases (SCOR), enzymes

that share a common shape called the Rossman Fold. He is also an

accomplished photographer, has red hair and is my cousin.

"I've never been bored for more than five minutes in mv life," he said,

as he sifted through dozens of pages of material, searching for a

printout showcasing a recent discovery. "A lot ot people were very

excited when I showed them this printout of325 unknown structures

from the gene bank," he said pointing to a yellow highlighter streak

running across a column of numbers in a font almost too small to

read.

"Using patterns like this, I believe I can

predict the shape, cofactor, substrate,

function and specificity of 1500

hypothetical genes that fall into the

Rossman Fold," said Duax.

Breaking down what Dr. Duax does is

simpler than it appears. You take an X-

ray of a crystallized substance and map

the patterns that result, working

backwards from the pattern of spots to

the shape of the molecules that produce

the pattern. From there, you can interpret

and predict the behaviors of other crystals

and substances. It combines chemistry,

physics and biology, producing one of

the most powerful techniques in the

biomedical community. That explains

why there are 26 Nobel Prize winners

associated with crystallography. The list

includes one of the few women to receive

,1 Nobel Prize, Dorothy Crowfoot

Igkin. She used crystallography to

rmine the structures of penicillin and

Vitamin B.

The Human Genome Project is currently a hot topic. Mapping all of

the roughly 30,000 genes in the human genome is a massive

international effort that will shed light on disease, simultaneously

revealing a great deal about evolution. The project has already

sity of I i Engineering Magazir



identified genes for cystic fibrosis, neurofibromatosis, Huntington's

disease and an inherited form of breast cancer.

"There are about 30,000 genes in the human genome. We only

know what 15,000 of those do. Biochemists can spend 10 years

studying each gene product and still barely scratch the surface," said

Duax.

"And, the Genome project is just the beginning. The next step is the

Proteome project, mapping all the proteins in the world. There are

already over 500,000 h^'pothetical proteins in genomes of bacteria,

plants, animals acquired so far. We don't know what half of those do.

How do we find out? By determining the structure. And what is the

best way to determine the structure? Crystallography! We can find

the shapes of the unknown gene product, from which we can then

predicting the function on the basis of the shape," Duax explained.

Dr. Duax's current research, and what he spent a good deal talking

to me about, concerns the SCOR enzyme family. Secondary

structural features known as "beta-sheets " and "alpha helices" are

the ribbons and coils that combine to create the architecture of

proteins, like the Rossman Fold (a sheet of seven beta strands with a

helics on either side). The folding of the protein brings critically

important amino acids together in an active site where they control

the levels of drugs and hormones in the body that are vital to

growth, health and combating disease.

" rhere are 1500 unknown gene products predicted to have the

Rossman Fold. 250 have been studied, 20 of those mapped

crystallographically leave 1200 proteins of unknown function. If

any of the 1200 unknown gene products is linked to human disease,

we will detect them, and we will know how to begin to combat that

disease. From our prediction practical applications may arrive, even

to the extent of tailoring personalized medicines," said Duax.

1 did ask him questions, now that I think of it, regardless of the fact

that the things he was telling me were so amazing and had such

potential for affecting aspects of everyone's day-to-day life.

Admittedly, I was spellbound. At least, I can remember asking a

couple of questions.

"What do you think about cloning humans?" I asked, trying to be

topical and edgy but immediately coming to the realization that it

was a sophomoric question. I might as well have asked him what his

favorite color was.

He replied in such a calm way as to convince anyone in his presence

that there was no other plausible answer. "While I'm not opposed to

human cloning in principal, I don't think it is a good idea. I don't

think we'll ever be successful in creating the perfect man, woman or

child. Past efforts along these lines have done for more harm than

good."

"Well," I said, trying to regroup, "do you think that science is taking

people away from what it means to be human? Breaking things

down to such a point that certain aspects ot the human experience

aren't as important anymore?"

He was excited again. "Not at all! By looking for the underlying

reality, I have no doubt that mankind evolved hom minerals and

from fungus. That still doesn't necessarily mean that there's no God.

Cr\'stal structures show me the shapes of molecules that have been

there for billions of years, and I get to be the first person to see their

shape and question what it means to their fonction and how they

interact with other molecules! It remains to be seen how much we

can learn about the prime mover."

"We learned to boil water to destroy germs. Learning new things

and putting new pieces into the puzzle is very satisfying. I think

people who understand their environment and have some control

over their lives lead a happier life. I know those people lead a happier

life! Ifyou can label things, you have a measure of control. Ifyou can

find out how the machine works, you can get it to work for you,"

said Duax.

While the interview was winding down and after showing me some

jewelry his daughter Julia had handcrafted, he handed me some

photographs of a conference he had attended in Poland. I noticed he

was wearing a digital watch in the photograph but a blue analog at

current. Nothing more than the randomness of the interviewer's

thought patterns caused me to point to his wrist and say, "Nice

watch."

"Oh, yeah." He held it up to the light of the small wall lamp. "I won

this in a contest at the supermarket. There was a big wheel of

Jarlesburg cheese hanging on the wall that you had to guess the

weight of There was a small piece of the same thickness on the table

where you wrote your guess. So I held the small piece (it weighed

about a pound), and then I imagined that the large wheel was a great

crystal of repeated unit cells the size of the piece in my hand and I

tried to figure out how many of these smaller pieces would fit into

the larger cluster. I wrote down my guess, and a week later, I won the

watch and the cheese." He clapped his hands together and smiled.

"So, you see," he said,

tapping his wrist with

his index finger, "this

watch is proof that X-

ray crystallography

works on so many
different levels." 0fk

||g NOOTER/ERIKSEN

Nooter/Erikscn, Inc., world leader in the

design and manufacture of heat recovery

boilers based in St. Louis, is growing and

has immediate openings for engineers.

Our openings are in the following areas:

Project Engineering

Project Management

Thermal Design

Sales

Estimating

Instruments and Controls

For further information, visit our website

at wit'iv.iie.com and visit our booth at the

Engineering Employment Expo 2001 on

Monday, September 10th - or send a

resume to:

Nancy Hollyfleld

Nooter/Eriksen, Inc.

5000 Cedar Plaza Park-way

St. Louis, MO 63128

Fax (314) 525-8065

nhollyfield@ne.com
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We're All Human:
The Ethics of Gene Patenting

With the recent stunning development of human genome

sequencing, biotechnology companies are scrambling to

identify specific gene sequences and base pairs causing disease.

Scientists hope to create treatments to alter those genes and

cure diseases related to genetics. ^X'^lile this type of research

potcntiall)' otters tantalizing results, there is a downside.

o
hy Jason Wong

Companies wanting to protect their research have begun

applying tor patents on specific gene sequences. This has

created an intense ethical debate of whether or not the very

basic building blocks of lite - what makes every human human - can

be patented and profited from.

The Basics of Patents

In order to receive a patent, the following specific criteria must be

met: novelty (the concept must be unique), inventiveness (the

concept must not be particularly obvious at the time of patenting),

enabling disclosure (the concept must be able to be described in

written language) and industrial applicabilirv (the concept must be

useful in some way).

All htj^ans share millions of genes in common. Can they

be patented? Would corporations or patients benefit?

It these criteria are met (plus other minor guidelines set by law), then

a patent can be granted for a specific number of years, usually seven.

After that time, the patent can be re-applied for and re-granted. The

entire patenting process is generally carried out by two major

authorities - the U.S. Patenting Office and the European Patenting

Office.

The Debate

The main portions of the debate lie within the four crucial points of

a patent. Opponents to patenting say many companies have simply

applied for patents almost psuedo-randomly. More specifically,

companies really have no idea what the genes do, but if someone

finds out and makes money on it, the company wants a cut of the

profits.

Judging by the four factors, any particular gene sequence is a novelty

because they've never been patented before, but the inventiveness

and industrial applicability aspects of the patent are bought into

question. Though not stated outright, inventiveness is not as much

about being obvious as it is being about someone getting credit for a

moment of ingenuity. Companies just patenting sequences for profit

are not being very inventive, opponents say. They're being greedy. If

companies are unsure of what the genes do, there may be no

industrial applicability, and therefore patents should not be granted.

Those who believe genes should be patented have vastly different

views of the patent criteria. The Cancer Research Campaign

lechnology (CRCT) initiative states, "Patent offices attempt to

define inventive step as one which overcomes a technical difficulty in

an unobvious manner, or which gives an unexpected result, and thus

makes a significant rather than a routine advance in our state of

knowledge. " They maintain that gene research significantly advances

scientific knowledge. The industrial applicability factor, says the

CRCT, is too broadly defined and can be interpreted in any number

of varying ways.

The Ethical Question

Patent technicalities are something the government needs to work

out - what the public needs to discuss are the moral and ethical

questions of gene patenting. Genes are very specific - any one change

in a sequence can lead to something entirely different than intended.

The human genome is made up of millions of base pairs, and all

humans have a tremendous amount ot these in common.

Univcrsicy ot Illinois Engineering Magazir



that the industry grows in a controlled manner but without

So the questions is: Can a company actually own the rights to the suffocation. No matter what happens, biotechnolog)' is here to stay,

genes that define humanity? ready to help us engineer our own fiiture. ^|^

Proponents (such as the CRCT quoted above) say yes, mainly

because, "Materials derived from the human body have been

patented for many decades. Many of the world's most effective

drugs are derived from natural products of living organisms."

However, opponents say that genes are not derived from the human

body - they are the human body and an entirely different matter. If

companies knew exactly what they were patenting,

then less people would have problems with the issue.

Companies did the work and found something useful

to do with it, and that deserves some kind of

compensation. However, companies that blindly

patent sequences are greedy and are not inventive,

according to opponents.

EB LINKS
AAMC - Does the Gene Patenting Stampede Thr<

http://www.runet.edul'whimlarchiveheasonOmfe/sto

National Institute of Health - Gene Patenting & Bioethics Resources:

hm,-/l,„„„„ „;h «n,M«Jhin,tUir,la,«pt,«t,«ti«a html

The US Patent Office has set precedence in gene

patenting by saying the patent must be issued for

something that has a biological "utility." In 1997, the

National Institute of Health applied for patents

covering tens of thousands of genome-derived DNA
sequences. The application was rejected by the US Office based on

the view that no 'utility' was evident. The biological function of the

sequences was unknown, and that sets precedence for the industrial

applicability factor. However, as more opinions and patents for

different things are submitted, the view of the US Patent Office can

change.

Another ethical reason opponents to gene patenting use is the fact

that if and when drug companies create a useful drug, they will

charge high prices for their gene therapies. The high price of

prescription drugs is a large issue in itself, and new, high-tech gene

therapies can only cause drug prices to increase.

Recently, drug companies have been pressured to allow other

companies to manufacture a variety ofAIDS drugs and put them on

the market at a cheaper price. AIDS patients must take so many pills

that the costs quickly add up. Densely AIDS-infected continents

such as Africa have people far too poor to be able to afford these

drugs. However, drug manufacturers held the patents to produce the

pills, and no one could make low-cost alternatives. There was such

international pressure and massive protests against these "unfeeling,

greedy, capitalistic corporations, according to protestors, that the

companies had to share their patents to enable others to produce

generic versions of their drugs. The same problem might apply to

companies as they start creating gene therapies - creating cures that

only the richest can afford.

A Delicate Situation

This debate is something that will not simply disappear.

Biotechnology and genetic engineering are still in infancy, and there

are many more issues that stem from this new and exciting field.

However, early issues must be dealt with delicately in order to ensure

United States

Vent and
Trademark Office

An Agarcy of the United Slates

Oepartmenl d Comrrierce

The US Patent and Trademark Ofiice will be issuing gene

patents, if they allow it.

Careers with the CTA

Come join the second largest transit agency in the United

States. At CTA, we provide over 1.5 million rides per day. We
are seebing dynamic problem solvers with a commitment
to customer service. The CTA offers an array of careers

within a variety of engineering disciplines. Architects to

Structural Engineers from entry level to project

management, the CTA employs some of the best people in

their disciplines to move us in to the next millennium.

If you feel you are up to the challenge and would libe more
information on current openings visit our website at

or mail your resume to:

Chicago Transit Authority

Personnel Services Department, Room 742
Merchandise Mart Plaza

PO Box 3067
Chicago, Illinois 60654

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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LASIK: 20/20?

My roommate awoke one morning exclaiming he had miraculously regained his vision.

ARKR I POINTED out HIS CONTACTS WERE SIILL IN FROM THE PREVIOUS NIGHT, HE SIGHED AND WENT

BACK TO BED. THE LASER EYE SURGERY lECHNIQUES IHAl HAVE DEVELOPED IN THE PAS I FEW YEARS

COULD MAKE MY ROOMMAIE'S MIRACTE A REALITY. ThE MOST COMMON, AND WELL-KNOWN, PROCEDURE

IS KNOWN AS LASIK. LASIK stands for "laser in situ KERATOMILEUSIS." ThE NAME REFERS TO THE

USE OF A LASER TO RESHAPE THE CORNEA WITHOUT INVADING THE ADJACENT CELL LAYERS.

o
by Ninij Niiytik

IS IT RIGHT FOR YOU?

Those who do not want to wear glasses, and whose eyes are unable

to adjust to contacts, would be good candidates for laser eye surgery.

However, people considering laser eye surgery just to make life more

convenient would be well advised to wait a few years before

undergoing surgery. The technology is improving significantly every

vear, and the day may be near where anyone can have 20/20 vision.

L\MK is accomplished through a seven step process.

1 . In order to numb the eye, anesthetic eye drops are applied.

The surgeon marks the area where the eye will be cut.

2. A suction ring is applied to the eye to hold it in place.

3. The surgeon lifts up a thin layer of the cornea. This is known as a

keratectomy.

4. The flap of cornea is folded to the side of the eye.

5. The laser is pointed at the exposed eye and calibrated.

6. The laser reshapes the cornea to an accuracy of 1/4000 of a

millimeter.

7. The flap of cornea is folded back on the eye, where it bonds and

heals rapidly.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The type of laser being used currently is an excimer laser. This laser

is the most accurate used in vision correction thus far. One pulse of

a laser can remove as little as 0.25 microns of tissue. A human hair

is 70 microns thick.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Find out more about LASIK at:

httt>:/lwww. lasikimtitute. orti

We're on theTnove
Are you

^
As the world's leading aluminum

manufacturer, Alcoa hires only the best people. ,

People who are driven by success and looking to grow.

• A leading supplier of alumina chemicals, plastic

bottle closures, vinyl siding, and automotive electrici

distribution systems

• Providers of a variety of fabricated and finished

products to the packaging, automotive, aerospace.

rherc are many side effects associated with LASIK, including

decreased night vision and dry eyes. Many patients have had to

schedule repeat visits in order to achieve the results they want.

Contrary to popular belief, LASIK does not provide 20/20 vision.

In most cases, the best vision patients can expect to achieve is 20/40.

Finally, as with any surgery, there is always a risk for something to go

wrong, which could result in severly impaired vision or blindness.

snd a cover letter and resume to:

Manager
Employment Strategies,

Recruiting & Diversity

Alcoa Corporate Center

201 Isabella Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15212
1-888-357-0314
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"The engineering
playground

of American
big science."
That's what news media have dubbed Sandia

National Laboratories. It's no wonder. Sandia has

thousands of world-class scientists and engineers

working on cutting-edge technologies that are

improving and protecting American lives.

Whether it's writing software for the world's

fastest computers, or developing intelligent

microsystems, Sandians are leading the charge.

Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing

the world.

We have exciting and challenging opportunities

for college graduates at all levels in:

Electrical engineering

Mechanical engineering

Information Technologies/Information Systems

Computer Science

Computer Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Chemistry

Post Doc Positions

...and more
@ Sandia

National

Laboratories

Check us out at www.sandia.gov

Your world will never be the same.

Operated for the

Department of Energy by
Lockfieed Martin Corp.

4.lOCKHEtB M A n T I M ^
Sandia is an equal opportunity emplover We maintain drug-free workplace



An Introduction to Biotechnology
A FEW YEARS AGO, THE INTERNET WAS THE NEXT BIG THING

TO MAKE PEOPLE RICH OVERNIGHT. NOW THAT THE "DOT-

COM bubble" has burst, people are looking to FIND

another technological entrepreneurial advancement.

Some believe they fl\ve found it - Biotechnology.

O
by Jiison Wong

B\
sequencing the human genome and determining exactly capacity for intelhgence, blonde hair, blue eyes or whatever the

what DNA is made of and in what configuration, a whole parent desires. If it is defined by genes, it can be changed. Many

new world of genetic engineering has opened up. The oppose this due to societal and creationary reasons. Would a perfect

possible advantages of biotechnology are virtually endless, but the society then exist where all are beautiful, smart and charismatic?

potential harm it can do is also tremendous. As long as this new Who would do the menial tasks? Would this procedure be so

breakthrough is used wisely, the world can be made a better place in expensive that only the rich could afford it? These are moral

ways we have yet to imagine. questions that are very poignant.

OK, so what is it? No one can say exactly where the line should be drawn and who

should draw it. Some say the government, but opponents say that

Biotechnology's dictionary definition is simply "applied biology", laws are too black and white to determine such a gray area as this,

which is an oversimplification of the field. Biotechnology deals with Others believe companies are responsible enough, but many do not

have been biologically manipulated for a long time. The biology of

corn has been manipulated to eet the best corn and the highest As with any

. . can t wail
scientific accorflplishment, the more potential a

. Hormones have been used to enhance crops, and biological breakthrough has, the more dangerous its downsides are. By curing

manipulation can even apply to using fertilizer by enhancing soil

with nutrients that are not as abundant as they need to be. handicaps as Downs Syndrome and countless others. As long as

humans are responsible with such power, biotechnology and genetic

In animals, biotechnology has been classified as using hormones to engineering can bring infinite benefits.

enhance growth and other facets of the animal - until recently. BST, ^J
for example, is a hormone used in cows to increase milk production.

There has been recent controversy over what the hormone does to

milk and its effects on humans, but it is a biological manipulation

nevertheless.

However, biotechnology has been redefined by the sequencing ot the

human genome. Humans now have control of biology at the genetic

level. Both a private company, Celera Genomics, and a pu

project, the Human Genome Project, took part in this venture

rwo groups raced to see who could finish first. In the end, th

groups announced their feat together, showing that t

become allies instead of enemies. The entire world was in a

announcement, and companies are scrambling to see ho

utilize this new information.

The Good and The Bad

By knowing what our genes are and how they are

scientists can change them around to yield a specific Biuduct. 'For

example, it is feasible that once the sequence of g|ncs causing

cerebral palsy is found, drugs might be created to 'thflfSige%he

sequence and cure the disease. It is a marvelous feat, imt there 4re

many issues resulting from this. k

Some believe companies would take this ability to mai

lo the point where parents can engineer their kids - giv

Univcrsit)' of Illinois Engineering Magazine
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Electronic Engineers

Software Engineers

Mechanical Engineers_

/

Sales Engineers

Quality Engineers

Program Coordinators

Designers

MPC Products Corporation
is a world leader in electromechanical servo-mecha-

nisms. We are a fast paced, customer focused organiza-

tion with over 35 years of heritage serving the aerospace

industry. Our products include: Flight Deck Controls,

Motors, Electronic Systems, Position Transducers, and

Actuation Systems.

We offer an unsurpassed comprehensive benefits package and

an opportunity to work in a modem, high tech environment.

For immediate consideration, send resumes to:

MPC Products Corporation

7426 North Linder Avenue

Skokie, IL 60077-3290

human_resources@mpcproducts.com

Fax: 847 647 0923

http://www.mpcproducts.com



Stem Cells: Ethics and Science Clash...

Yet Aeain

President Bush recently restricted federal funding to

APPROXIMATELY 60 EXISTING EMBRYONIC STEM CELL LINES. In

ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES BEHIND STEM CELL

RESEARCH AND THE SUBSEQUENT CONTROVERSY OVER FUNDING

DECISIONS, THE SCIENTIFIC FACTS MUST BE CLARIFIED.

O
by Nimj Nayak

What is

Stems ce

ot hu

sperm f(

ceil is tot^otent, mean

full org

division, the totipofen

cells called a blastocyst. The embryonic stem cells reside

inside the blastocyst. Stem cells are pluripotent, meaning

they can develop into any kind ofhuman body tissue. As

the embryo continues to grow, the embryonic stem cells

undergo further specialization and can b^ptffl^maMl

stem cells, neural stem cells, skin stem qrf^ or cells used

in every other function ofthe human body, it is^ne<;cssary

for stem cells to be present throughout the human lite

span, as they replenish cells of the body that might wear out.

t in the context

begins when a

e cell. This single

tential to grow into a

r fertilization and cell

form a hollow sphere of

^ Totipotent

© Pluripotent

Stem Cell

/ \

Specialized

Cells

Blood Stem Cells other committed
Stem Cells

Red Blood „,.',. While Blood

Cells
Platelets Cells

Hie process bywhich stem cells devebp into other types ofcells in the body.

What are the potential ipphcations of st^ cells? ©
The most basic application of sten^jells wouli^)gs<^rielp scientists better understand tlic process of liuni.in development. Many

serious medical problems, such as carWWnd birth defects, result from abnormal cell de\'elopment. A bcrrcr understanding of

normal cell development could help prevent these abnormalities. Stem cells also have thfe ;ibiht}' to affect the w ay drugs are tested.

Drugs could be tested on stem cell types before they are tested on animals or hum,ins in ic^caixh situ.itions. 7 lie most powerful

application of stem cell research could be the growth of cells and tissue. Currently, a pason with a d.imaged iieart must wait for

a heart transplant. However, it is possible that scientists could use stem cells to grow rn^gclenss.ue to replace the damaged cells

in the heart. Other possibilities include growing nerve cells to treat Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease or transplanting

pancreatic islet cells to replace the insulin injections that diabetes patients require.

Has any progress been made?

The most dramatic repres^lation ofthe^^er of stem cells was shown by John Gearhart, a researcher at Johns Hopkins Medical

Institutions in Baltimorj^^lBwWMtsed a vims to induce paralysis in 80 mice and rats. In an attempt to reverse the course of the

diseast , Gearhart place^n^e stemxclls in tli* fluid surrounding the animals' spinal cords. The stem cells spread across the entire

spinal cord and diffused through ilic lohI s riiembrane into the cord itself Remarkably, three months after the surgery, every

LJnivcrsity of Illinois K



single animal was walking. Although tremendous

work must be done before stem cell therapy can be

applied to humans, the power of stem cell research

was shown in Gearhart's experiment.

What is the decision on funding and
the controversy behind it?

For those who believe life begins at conception,

using embryonic stem cells for research is viewed as

immoral. The stem cell issue has merely added

another layer to the abort io n debate. President

Bush's decision \\\is a c^i??^roni?Sfe between science

and ethics. Funds will continue for research on

existing stem cell lines, where the lite oi the embryo

has already befn decided. However, research that

uses new embryos to cultivate stern cells will not

receive funding. -Sj^. -'

Why can't scientists just use adult

stem cells?

There are manv difficulties in using adult stem cells.

The stem cells in adult humans have already been

speciaJized to a particular function. The stem cells

for all cell and tissue types have yet to be isolated in

adult humans. For example, adult cardiac stem cells

cfr adult pancreatic stem cells have yet to be

dis^wered. In addition, adult stem cells are often

presenNip minute quantities and are often hard to

isolate and purif}-. Embryonic stem cells are much

more flexible because they are easy to isolate and

have yet to be specialized into specific stem cells.

What will the repercussions of the

President's decision be?

Researchers wilpBe^sBWUDeu^ to have use of the 60

or so stemycell titles Ithas have already been

cultivated. HesearcneWTnay Jbntinue to use frozen

embryos forXj^ir research, bur they will have to do

so without federal funding. .Many scientists fear the

existing stem cell lines will not be enough to develop

therapies effectively. President Bush's decision may

be an adequate compromise for now, but it remains

to be seen if it will be the right decision for the

future.

Sources:

National Institutes ofHealth

Time Magazine gtk

iWeb sites. Check 'em out. 'Nuff said. by Sophia Lai

http://www.jitstatip.com

If you're bored head on over to "Just A Tip, " where you can send your favorite

friend or foe an anonymous e-mail telling them about their annoying problems.

Whether you're trying to find a nice way to tell your friend that she's got no sense

of style, or you want to cut an arrogant ex-significant other down to size, you can

find the perfect compliment or critique here! ^j^w

http://iinvw. ddigest.com '*"

With the different types of media available today, it's easy to get lost in the world

of digital things. From DVD to DivX , VCD, AVI, WMC and more, "Digital

Digest" is the place to get it all straightened out. From general information to

more technical know-how, you can get all your questions answered through the

search engine. For those of you into DVD's, Fd recommend taking a look at the

region tools they have at.

http://www.ddigest.com/dvd/downloads/fimiware.htntl On this page, there aie

utihties you can download and use to make your DVD-ROM region-free. That

means you no longer have to worry where you're getting your DVDs from,

whether they are American, European or Asian. Your DVD-ROM will always be

able to play, and you do nor have to worry about getting stuck with a certain

region. Of course, be sure to read everything carefully first - otherwise you migln

end up damaging your drive. ^™

http://www.digitaldna.org/garbage ^^
This is the site for all fans of the band Garbage. At "Garbage Multimedia," you

can download high-quality MPEG/MPG's of their music videos, concerts and

interviews from the past couple years. You will not find a site with sharper or

smoother video clips of Garbage than here. I have yet to find another website that

matches the qualin- of the MPEG's here, including sites devoted to other bands.

The webmaster here has most of the videos ott both the "Version 2.0" and debut

.ilbums, as well as recent movie tracks like the theme song trom the last James

Bond film. The World is Not Enough and When I Groiv Up. Sit back and enjo}-.

http://lyrics.astraweb.com

Do you ever get a song stuck in \our head without knowing the real words? You

know how it is - you end up singing the one line you know over and over? Click

over to the "Lyrics Search Engine " to look up the lyrics to your favorite songs.

Wlieiher \ou'rc trying to figure out the French phrases in Lady Marmalade or

trying to memorize REM's It's the End ofthe World as We Know It, this site has it.

http://www.usg.edu/galileo/inteniet/electronic/electext.html

Everyone know research takes forever. It consists of hours locked in a librar\.

hunched over hundreds of different books and eventually w;dking away with oiiK

a couple pages of Xeroxed ni.iteri.ii th.it is ,ietii,ill\ useful. Well, as rhc Inrernei

t.ikes over more and more of our lives, online books are also growing on the web.

The only problem is that it can be difficult hunting down the full texts of books

onhne. Evetyone knows the Internet is a powerftil research tool. However, search

engines are oidy helpful to a certain extent. It still takes hours of carefull\

searching hundreds of web pages to locate complete texts. This page has a large

collection of links to various archives of e-texts, whether they be literature,

history, poetry, philosophy, religion, mythology or law. Many ol tlu uvhives

listed, including Project Gutenberg and the Internet Public L'br, ^ataui

thousands of e-texts tli.it .ire .nailahle online. With e-tesis, wm e.m biiiv%c

through texts with keywords to cut down your researeh tune. I he Interiiei .^ .1

great tool - you just have to know where to look.
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ENGINEER I

System Sensor, the world's largest manufacturer

i)t" system smoke alann devices, has openings for

Engineer 1 candidates for our St. Charles location.

These individuals will develop new products, be

responsible for electrical circuit (hardware) design

and software development of the same. They will

also coordinate and interact with other departments

to put new designs into production.

A BSHE is required. H.xperience with m-processor

based designs and circuits; assembly level "c" code

a plus.

I'lcase fii.x your resume to (630) 377-6593

or e-mail it to:

SSDjohopenings(a systemsensor.com.

/:i/ii(il Opportunity limploycr M/F/DA
'

Tissue

Please

o
by Aaron Rowe

Ten years from now, you may no longer be asked to

indicate your willingness to be an organ donor on your

drfver's license. It may be unnecessary. Tissue Engineering

HAS grown so dramatically since the late eighties that

laboratory-produced skin, cartilage and bone have been

implanted in humans, and blood vessels, bladders, and

spinal tissue have been implanted in animals.

Why simply make products

when you can make history?

Kimberly-Clark, known worldwide for launching

legendary brands such as Kleenex® and Huggies*', and for

pioneering entire product categories, including facial tissue,

rolled bathroom tissue and disposable training pants, invites

you to go further, to take the extra step. We're seeking

people who share our cultural emphasis on excellence,

teamwork and original thinking.

Hiring ME, EE, IE, MatSE, ChemE, Chemistry, CS,

CompE, Life Sciences, BSIMSIPhD,

Learn more about us at: www.kc-careers,com

O Kimberiy-Clark Corporation wiiere people

who think differently

think together"

»CX)TTDNHJ£.SCrnTaidVIVAar;Rfgt*3cdTiatnBiteofKimhi1y<^iikTK«r<mniiv n AIIrtliti\,upRc!!Mm»lai>l IM Tr,«kiiv»kv.ilXmilxTly<tiil('i»iinrain JKcr AI!RiidTP.R«T\«iPnjilalmUSA



When someone receives a transplanted organ, his or her immune

system will attempt to reject it. For this reason, they are forced

to take drugs that suppress their immune system. Needless to

say, this can be quite harmful. If the organ is grown from healthy cells taken

from the recipient, rejection may not occur and no immune system

suppressing drugs would be necessary.

In order to transplant an organ, an appropriate donor must be found. In the

case of liver and heart transplants some people cannot live long enough to

find a donor. Sometimes skin, blood vessels, and cartilage are transplanted

from another part of the body. Other body parts such as the esophagus and

intestine are difficult or impossible to transplant. By producing these tissues

in the laboratory, parts of the body that were previously irreparable could be

reconstructed, and anyone with enough money or medical insurance would

need wait no longer than it takes to grow the tissue necessary to heal them.

Research conducted by Eugene Bell at MIT in 1979 showed that skin cells

could be grown in flat sheets of tissue. Joseph Vacanti and Robert Langer

pioneered the technique of placing cells on a spongy polymer scaffold

surrounded by a bath of nutrients then placing the cell-impregnated

assembly in an incubator. Shaped like the body part that the brothers intend

to produce, the scaffold would lend order to the growing structure in a way

similar to a fence on which tomatoes grow.

Polymer scaffolds were traditionally made from polyglycolic acid and

polylactic acid. Both ofthese polymers occur in nature. Vicryl, a bioresorbable

polymer produced by Ethicon, a subsidiary of Johnson and Johnson is a

copolymer of about ninety percent polyglycolic acid and ten percent lactic

acid. Bioresorbable polymers were originally used to make sutures that

dissolved after about four to six weeks. One of the initial obstacles in the way

of engineered tissues was overcome when Joeseph Vacanti realized that in

order tor cells to grow in the polymer scaffold, it would need to be porous.

Tissue engineers have very successfully made skin and cartilage. Laboratory

grown cartilage has even been used to repair the ear of one boy and the rib

cage ofanother. Vital organs such as livers and lungs are far more complicated

since they contain wide varieties of highly specialized cells. For this reason, it

will be much more difficult to make them.

Stem cells are immature cells, which can transform into nearly any type of

cell under the influence of different biological environments or chemicals

called growth factors. Stem cell research is one of the most promising topics

in medicine because stem cells can be used to grow extremely complicated

tissues outside of the body, or be inserted directly into damaged parts of the

body in combination with polymer reinforcements. Unfortunately, these

cells must be harvested from fetal tissue, and this necessity has created a great

deal of controversy in the medical community. With encouragement from

his brothers, Marty Vacanti discovered cells in adult tissue that have

capabilities similar to those of stem cells. These cells are referred to as

sporelike cells. In addition to other successful experiments, the Vacanti

brothers have used a polymer mesh covered in sporelike cells to repair the

damaged lung of a sheep.

While lab grown tissue could improve or save the lives of many people, it

could also be used for cosmetic or other elective purposes. Penis enlargement

could get way out of hand, and the phrase "Do you think they're real?" would

'd Dn page 26

\Ne're Number 25 on the Inc. 500 list of the fastest-

growing private companies in tfie United States, and we're putting

together teams to impact the future of wireless communications

today. If you have a vision for that future and the skills and drive to

make your vision a reality, we have an opportunity for you

^-fPRAIRIECOMM
The Power To Compete

PrairieComm. headquartered in the Chicago area, is at the

forefront of global wireless communication We provide an

environment vuhere your contributions truly make a

difference and reward you with the following benefits:

• A very competitive benefits plan that includes a

bonus and incentive program, stock options, tuition

assistance, and professional development

• An entrepreneurial environment that provides

opportunities to work on leading-edge projects in a

comfortable, flexible, and casual environment

• Opportunity for customer interaction that places

you on the tront lines of the business

• A small-company attitude that promotes family,

community involvement, and personal growth

• A quality suburban location that is close to premier

shopping and recreation but still only minutes from the

heart of Chicago

We're uodking for:

Electrical, Computer, and Software

ENGINEERS

We require a BSEE/CE/CS and prefer MSEE/N/IE/CE/CS or equivalent.

Wireless experience is a plusi

For more infoimalion, visit our website at:

www.pralriecomm.com

Send us your resume to:

it@prairiecomiii.coiii

n Equal Opponunily Employer
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Full Body CT Scans - the future of preventative

medicine, but is it too good to be true?

Remember THAT pen-sized-laser-thingamabob the

DOCTOR IN ALL THE STAR TrEK MOVIES WAVED OVER HIS

PATIENTS TO GIVE THEM A COMPLETELY THOROUGH, YET

RIDICULOUSLY BRIEF, EXAM? DO YOU EVER WONDER IF IT

WILL BECOME A REALITY? HOW FAR WILL MEDICAL

TECHNOLOGY ACTUALLY GO DURING OUR LIFETIMES?

O
/;)' Michelle

Recent medical advancements have accelerated in

just the past few decades. Look at how short

hospital stays have become. When a woman gave

birth she used to stay at least a week in the hospital. Now
it is practically an out-patient procedure. Women often

stay in the hospital for two days at most. How about

laser eye surgery, in-and-out within an afternoon to

reshape your eye or remove cataracts? Aside from shorter

stays and quicker surgeries, the regular preventative

checkup, or physical, hasn't changed much.

Meooow For the New Cat Scan

One of the more recent

medical advancements

might look like a precursor

to the Star Trek physical

exam. It is a full body CT
(CAT) scan. The procedure

uses an angiocat, an

electron-beam scanner that

works with complex

software to provide a three

dimensional virtual tour of

the body.

Computed Tomography

(CT) has been revolutionized by the advent of the

volumetric (spiral or helical) CT. Rather than taking

images of a slice of the body and incrementally moving

the patient to obtain another slice of the body until all

imagi. are taken ( the process of a regular CT), the helical

err acquires data continuously as the patient travels

MoillU'tt

through the CT gantry. Basically, the scanner rotates

around the person rather than having the person moving

in order to scan. This saves time as well as makes the CT
an easier overall process.

The 10-15 minute procedure,

which generally costs around

$700-800, is not covered by

many insurance plans. It scans

patients from the chest to pelvis

with an open, dual-slice, helical

CT scanner, a high-resolution,

high-speed, and costly, machine.

The machine alone costs around

$1 million. While coronary

artery disease is the most

common discovery in a CT scan,

kidney cancer, lung cancer and

breast cancer can also be detected.

However, the scan cannot rule

out breast cancer, colon cancer or

prostate cancer.

Cal-Fornication

New Technology
TO Expect

Over the next few

years new
generations of less

invasive and cheaper

laboratory tests and

Imaging techniques

will become available

to help doctors

screen patients for

disease.

Computers and

databases may even

help doctors analyze

test results so fewer

patients with

diseases are missed.

Where would a no-hassle and painless test emerge? The

answer to that question is found where there is money

and a will to fund it. Where is there an abundant

population of rich, healthy people? California, of course.

This test has become all the rage this past year in both the

medical community and celebrity realm. Oprah even has

featured it on an episode of her show. The Healthview

Center for Preventative Medicine in Newport Beach,

Univcrsi[y of Illinois Engineering Magazine



California was one of the first clinics to offer the high- Scan or Scam?

tech and expensive non-invasive test back in 1998.

Another clinic is Parkview Imaging Center in Santa One of those critics is Christine Gordon, a Time Magazine

columnist. She argues against the full body CT scan in

her March 22, 2001, article "Scan or Scam?" Gordon

Monica, CA offers its version, called the HealthScan.

Miracle Machine

One of the most talked about

told

Oprah, USA
Today, BBC News and many other media

outlets interviewing her that she was in

great shape, exercised regularly, and ate

healthy meals.

"I had expected to hear that I was perfect

— I had no symptoms of anything, I was

feeling fine," Kelepecz said.

However, when she had the scan, a large

mass was found in her kidney, which was

eventually confirmed to be a life-

threatening form of cancer. Soon after,

Kelepecz had her right kidney removed

along with the cancer, which had not yet

spread through her body.

"Had it not been for the fact that I had

gone in for this CAT scan early in my life,

early in the stage of the cancer, and had

this cancer metastasized, the prognosis

would have been a 10-15 percent chance

of living beyond five years," said Kelepecz

There have been other cases where

individuals caught medical problems early

enough to prevent the disease entirely.

However, not everyone is as optimistic that

these results indicate a need for the test.

emphasizes the excessiveness of the preventative test. She

maintains the scan is people paying I

just for the reassurance that they

discoveries from the scan came healthy, even though many have

about when Healthview's Dr. no present symptoms or reason to

Harvey Eisenberg scanned worry. Disagreeing with the wide-

Commander Betty Kelepecz, a spread use of this technology, she

senior officer with the Los Angeles sees full body CT technology as

Police Department. She decided analogous to the misuse of early X-

to undergo the procedure when Ray technology,

her employer's health insurance

company offered to pay most of Gordon says, "Back in the 1940s, when plain old X-rays

the $795 cost. were considered high tech,

Kelepecz told MeDICAL FACTSI shoe salesclerks would often

determine children's shoe
Medical Facts:

Heart Disease Is Our #1 Cause
Of Death

1.5 Million Americans annually

experience heart attacks. 33%
result in death. Sudden Death due
to heart attacks usually occur with

no prior symptoms, 48% are men
and 63% are women.

Heart disease mortality in women
Is about 6 times greater than that

of breast cancer.

As much as 85% of heart attacks

are caused by the sudden rupture

of smaller plaques that are neither

large enough to impair blood flow

nor detectable by current

screening tests (e.g. stress EKG,
echo, thallium).

Coronary heart disease can be
slowed, stopped or reversed

before a serious problem
develops.

Symptoms usually do not appear
until diseases like arteriosclerosis

(heart attacks/strokes), cancer,

and emphysema are in their later

stages.

size by X-raying their feet.

Never mind that the same

thing could have been done

with a wooden ruler.

Fluoroscopes, as the X-ray

devices were called, were

promoted as the scientific

way to guarantee a proper

fit. By the mid-1950s,

however, it was clear that

many fluoroscopes were

badly maintained and

ended up subjecting

customers—not to

mention salesclerks—to

potentially dangerous

amounts of radiation. Soon

the machines were

banned."

Another concern about the

over-use of the test is

radiation exposure. If the

tests are necessary, then the

radiation risk may be

warranted, but any amount

is bad, especially if it is for a

potentially useless test.
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Radiation Worry

Alihoiii;li the full body CT scan is not likely to harm

the patient, it is uschil to compare it to earlier reactions

to technology. It is a form of X-ray technology, thus

also a radiation culprit. I he radiation issue is at the

center of the debate against the scan. In Betsy Strei.sand's

U.S, News Online article "Profiting from Patient

Paranoia," Thomas Behrenbeck, a cardiologist and

imaging pioneer at the Mayo Clinic, argues that self-

referrals should not be allowed for patient exposure to

radiation.

Parkview will not scan people under 25 with no medical

history, but anyone else is eligible to go through the

procedure without recommendations. Similarly,

Healthview accepts self-referrals but recommends the

test for "men and women over 30 years of age [with a]

family history of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, high

blood pressure, chest pain, smoking or a sedentary

lifestyle." Patients must be otherwise disease free,

symptom free and not pregnant.

Ciordon criticized the test saying, "Far from always

providing definitive answers, CT scans often produce

ambiguity, particularly when healthy people are

subjected to them. Most of the time the scans turn up

harmless stuff—a little scar tissue, a benign growth. But

when they do, doctors have to perform more medical

tests; frequently including invasive procedures, just to

make sure that the spot is really harmless."

Ih is a point which many other experts feel supports

the claim that this test is extraneous and itself only

designed to make more money for doctors It may just

be a test for the rich. Unless it becomes accepted as a

reliable, worthwhile and cost effective medical test, that

might not change. However, what happens if insurance

companies require the test before you can receive

medical insurance? Or if doctors misuse the test just to

pay off the expensive equipment they purchased

thinking the general population would want to be

tested?

Of course that is not

the only draw back.

What if people are

scanned and nothing is

found? Suppose a

smoker undergoes the

scan. Streisand argues

that "a clean scan could

lull patients into a false

sense of security,

doctors say, and lead

them to ignore symptoms when they do appear.

Conversely, the discovery of a minute lesion or mass

may set someone on a course of unnecessary and

invasive procedures only to discover that there is

nothing wrong." This smoker may ignore any future

symptoms related to diseases caused by the substances

found in cigarettes.

While there are many issues raised by the full body CT
scan, one thing that cannot be ignored is the technology

behind it. Medicine has come a long way. The

noninvasive and potentially beneficial scan is just an

The scan produces images from all

angles (BBC News)
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example of the combination of computers and traditional

testing. While we might not be able to have a small laser

wand waved over our bodies to diagnose us, we are getting

closer to producing extremely advanced medical technology

once onlv found in fiction. ^^

Project Engineer
The Walsh Group, a national general

contracting and construction management
company is experiencing rapid growth with

offices in Illinois, California, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Indiana, Colorado, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Florida, Georgia, Arizona, Texas and
Virginia. Over 100 years of superior attitude

and teamwork have made this organization

one of the most successful in the industry

today. Successful candidates will rotate

through multiple departments and obtain

fast-track experience in the construction

industry.

• A bachelor degree in civil engineering,

architecture, construction management,
or building science is desired however,

sufficient experience in the building

industry, industrial construction or

heavy highway is also acceptable

• The capacity to learn quickly, handle

multiple tasks simultaneously, and

effectively manage priorities

Only individuals with a desire to become a

long-term member of this dynamic

organization need apply. We offer a

competitive compensation package including

401(k), pension plan, medical, dental

and the opportunity for significant career

growth. Forward resume to Human
Resources, The Walsh Group, 929 West
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60607,

Fax: (312) 563-5453, www.walsharoup.com.
Email: rhardwick (awalsharoup.com

EOE M/F/D/V
J,,

Kiewit ... A name synonymous with Excellence.
Are you ready for a challenge and an opportunity to make the most
of your career? If so, we would like to speak to you. Our campus
recruiting schedule can be found by clicking on the Careers button

at www.kiewit.com.

.'S.s

We recruit for:

• Civil Engineering

• Construction Engineering

• Construction Management

Electrical Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering

Industrial Technology

Mechanical Engineering

Mining Engineering

Business Administration

Kiewit Construction Co. - Underground District
. is recognized as THE leader in tunneling. Our underground work includes projects

in transportation, environment and power, mine development, bridges, and telecom-

munications.

Contact: Jeff Hawkins E-mail: JeffHawkins@kiewit.com

Kiewit Industrial Co.
... is an industry leader in the construction of large, complex, integrated industrial, me-

chanical, and electrical projects that include gas combustion turbine

combined-cycle power plants of various configurations up to 850MW.
Contact: Justin Guretzky E-mail: Justin.Guretzky@klc.kiewit.com

KIEWIT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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The Life of an Engineer - Not
All Lessons are Academic

As an engineering student at one of the most rigorous universities in the country,

your hfe is challenging. However challenging, it is important to remember that,

ultimately, your life is unique. You are not like every other student. You may

complete the same coursework as thousands of others, but you will not excel in

the same areas, fail the same classes or learn the same lessons as another. Recently,

students shared their perspectives on life as an engineer in an essay contest about

what they have learned as an engineering student. Here are excerpts of the lessons

they have learned. Keep them in mind, and be prepared to learn your own.

o
Compiled by Joan Wagner

7"^ his first excerpt won first place in the essay contest. In May
2002, at age 29, Douglas Campbell Britton willgraduate with a

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science/Engineering. Why so late?

Douglas came to the University with everything goingfor him — strong

grades and a strong support system. However, the University became too

difficult and Douglas withdrew. He decided to start over. He applied his

computer skills to the work force successfully. At 23 he was named

assistant vice president at First Chicago NBD. His diligent work

showcased his remarkable skills, but it did not determine the exact path

Douglas' life wouldfolloiv. He thenjoined the service and excelled in one

ofthe most difficult programs available. He shares his invaluable lessons

learnedfrom his many life experiences in thefolloiving excerpt.

...There are many parallels berween the work of a soldier

and the work of an engineer. A soldier is a person with a strong sense

ofduty and integrity. When a soldier is given an order from a sergeant

or officer, that soldier promises on his or her life to accomplish the

given task. An ancient army proverb says, "The maximum effective

range of an excuse in the military is zero meters." That means you

can't give excuses for being late or for not accomplishing the given

task... You must strive to be successful at every task. This strict

training helps build in you the confidence that you can accomplish

any task, from reading a manual to engaging a hostile enemy under

heavy fire. The training and the drill sergeants helped me realize I am

tar more capable than I had ever imagined. I received the training I

was mi.ssing in personal discipline. I could stick to a tedious task and

see it through to the end. I could follow the arbitrary, often silly and

sell-contradictory rules of the drill sergeants because I had discipline.

Discipline was a choice I made...

...How does this tie into my engineering education? All of

it was indirect training in how to be an engineer. The army trains in

pro-active leadership, creativity, attention to detail, self-discipline

.md teamwork. These are also very venerable qualities in an

eni;inecr...The engineering standards ihat some learned in college, I

learned in the military....

...An engineer with a wide base of experience that reaches

, Engir

far beyond their everyday subject matter is a wiser engineer. I know

that all of us padded our resumes and college applications with

examples of extracurricular activities in order to display our diversity

and leadership. Don't expand your horizons tor the sake ot a college

or employer. Do it for yourself Do it for the challenge of sharpening

your mind at a completely different discipline. In that discipline,

search tor ties to the mindset of an engineer. If you can't find them,

then you aren't really looking. Ask yourself, are you really a good

engineer? Challenge yourself. .

.

. . .You might be capable ofmaking it through an engineering

program at the U ot I, but make sure that it is what you want to do.

When you are picking your options and paths, ask yourself why you

are choosing engineering. . . In the course of learning other disciplines

and hobbies, you will discover other things you like and other skills

you have. Take the opportunity while you are young and without ties

to see enough of life to be sure you have a solid idea ofwhat you want

to study. There is nothing lost if you truly invest yourself in a

discipline and that leads you to a new endeavor. These learned lessons

will carry over to the new field of study. I was a better soldier because

I had been a student ofengineering. I was better at studying languages

because I had the systematic discipline of a soldier. And now I will

return to be a better engineer. .

.

...To you, tomorrow's engineers, have the courage and

confidence in yourself to pursue your own life tor your own reasons.

Pick what interests you. If that means leaving the field of engineering,

so be it...

. . . Do not believe anyone who says you don't have what it

takes. Teachers that cannot help students understand concepts are

weak teachers...

...Trust yourself Trust your instincts and your emotions.

Don't let decisions be made for you. Actively make your choices.

Solve problems in a creative manner. That includes solving your own

personal problems in a creative manner. If you hurt, get help. If you

are unsure, ask a question. If you are scared, call your parents or

friends. After all, what is the work of an engineer? Engineers solve

problems. Be an engineer,

- Douglas Britton



...I have learned... the importance of using our

engineering training to benefit our community. One professor I had

was going to testif.' to the Champaign City Council about the

Boneyard Creek project, suggesting improvements and questioning

their proposed design. Another engineering professor was

instrumental in getting Champaign and Urbana to start a curbside

recycling program bv collecting data on trash generation from his

own house. I have seen aeronautical engineering professors quoted

in the local newspaper when the Concorde airplane crashed, and 1

ha\e seen engineering professors acting and setting up pyrotechnic

stage explosions for the Champaign-Urbana Theatre Companv. I

even met one facult)' member at a volunteer workday repairing a

roof From all these examples, I have learned the importance of

being active in the local community', and how our training goes

farther than just the work we do lor our job.

- Brandon Field

...Questions are more important than answers. I know

this probablv goes against what the school s)stem has ingrained in

vour brain, but ask anv intelligent person and they'll tell vou the

same thing. Answers are just starting points for better questions.

Questions fuel the process of learning. You want to be really, really,

ultra smart? Ask really, really, ultra smart questions. Right now if

you asked yourself, "What kind of questions is he referring to?

'

you re well on your way.

Boredom is caused by a lack of questions. Curiosit)' will

cure any boredom. Find yourself not enjoying lecture? ^Tiip your

laz)' mind into shape and think of some interesting questions.

You cannot learn anything without first learning

something related that topic. Either relate the topic in some way to

w hat you already know, or be prepared to sit in a zombie state for 50

minutes each lecture. The easiest way to relate a new lesson to prior

knowledge or experiences is to ask yourself "What does this remind

me of?"

Galileo once said, "You cannot teach a person an}T:hing.

You can only help him to find it within himself" Realize that the

learning process is not something that someone does to you, or that

you get from just sitting in lecture. . . In order to learn anything, you

must take an active role. You must almost literally grab the

knowledge, mush it, twist it and play with it until it fits into your

brain. Keep asking questions and keep finding ways to look at

knowledge from different perspectives.

So you just learned a new topic and you're sure it's going

to be on the exam. What's a great way to find out if you've realh-

learned it? See if you can teach it to someone else...

- Matthew R. Miciek

... I ended up enjoying my time as an undergraduate at the

Universit)' of Illinois enough that I decided to stay and pursue a

graduate degree in mechanical engineering. The department I work

in is flooded with international students. In fact, I am one of

seemingly few Caucasian-Americans in the program. One of the

people in my laboratory' is a man working on his post-doc from

Korea. His English is limited to the point were I can barely

understand him. But in the time I have spent talking to him in the

lab I have learned much more about life in his homeland than 1

could learn from anv book. With a concerned look on his face, he

tells stories depicting the vast lifestyle gap between the rich and the

poor. He conveys to me how he wants to succeed and witness his son

succeed. He also discusses his experience here in the states. Despite

the prosperirv' of the U.S. compared to Korea, he is not nearly as

happy here because language barriers are holding him back from

connecting with others.

As a freshman, I merely tried to survive in the diverse

environment here. By now, I have realized we can do much better

than congeniality in relating with the diverse environment that

surrounds us. We can become people who are willing to take the time

to listen and encourage people of all dif^^erent backgrounds without

being held back by our fears. We can be people who positivelv affect

others' experiences at this school and allow them to affect ours.

- Brad Robinson

"I'm sorry, but your daughter will need to pick tip herpacket herself"

These words, spoken to me as I tried to retrieve my
orientation materials soon after being accepted into the College of

Engineering, threw my nagging doubts about returning to school...

Here I was, a 37-year-old mothet of three, standing shoulder-to-

shoulder with the other transfer students, many ofwhom were young

enough to be my children. Was it any wonder the volunteer assumed

I was tPiing to collect materials for my daughter?

...My code of behavior for getting along on campus is

simple: keep out of classmates' faces until thev re readv to interact;

never use age or life circumstances as an excuse for failing; never, ever

make "old" jokes about myself; ask for special consideration from the

facult)- as infrequendy as possible; [...] ask all those "dumb" questions

that used to make my eyes roll; and aggressively pursue all the

opportunities available to my vounger colleagues.

Development of this plan for survival as a non-traditional

was an important exercise, but it hasn't been altogether necessar}'. I've

been pleasantly surprised to find that by and large, the students

sitting around me are far more accepting than I had ever been. .

.

...It's occasionally taken an entire semester of quiet

competence to convince some of the young men around me that I'm

not their mother come to clean up the classroom and keep watch

over their language and dress, that I am - like them - a student. In

the end, though, we develop a unique rv-pe of friendship that defies

generational differences. I am neither peer nor den mother, but a

blessed combination of the two. My friends have come to me for

advice on how to handle social situations or what to do after

graduation, and they've enlightened me on the wavs of a college

student, from hangover remedies and basketball point spreads to

where to go for the best Chinese food on campus. The richness of life

that comes from crossing the generations rivals the thrill ofsucceeding

academicallv. .

.

. . . Yes, I'll walk away with a prestigious degree and probably

a guarantee of a good job somewhere, but I'll be carrying much

more. The friendships, the confidence bred by success, the hope that

my children will learn from my experience to open themselves to

opportunities, no matter how improbable they seem, all come

wrapped in the package. Litde did I know at my orientation session

three years ago that the packet that young volunteer hesitantly

presented to me would earn.' such weight)' materials.

- Ann-Perrv ''OCitmer
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take on a whole new meaning. David J. Mooney at die

University of Michigan at Ann Arbor is researching that

very topic, but he intends to produce tissue for women

who have had surgery that has left them without their

original figure. The same personalities which get body

piercings and tattoos in the world of today may get

surgically implanted fangs as suggested by William

C'libson in his visionary novel Neuromancer and his

short story Johnny Mnemonic. Horns, claws, and other

curiosities not bestowed upon us by Mother Nature

may all become parts o\ the human body. Athletes may

improve their own abilities by replacing their own tissue

with improved ones lliai would enhance their abilities.

Outside of the human body, engineered tissue may find a variety of

applications. Electronically controlled muscles and sensors could be

integrated into high tech

machinery. Artificial muscles

could be used in everything

from door openers to earth

moving equipment. Sensors

made from biological material

could determine whether

water is safe to drink an

possibly whether someone

under the influence of drug;

Perhaps some day animals wi

not be raised and slaughtered

for meat. Their tissue could

be grown in vats and specially

engineered to be both

appealing and nutritious.

While this is not cost efficient

today, wealthy people may

pay large sums of money to

.sample laboratory grown meat

simply because it is unique.

Doctors are not the only

scientists working in tissue

engineering. Chemie.i

engineers, cell biologists,

electrical engineers, and

materials scientists are among the many specialists that have played a pivotal

role in the development of current tissue engineering technologies. Robert

langer and David J. Mooney are both trained as chemical engineers. Many

materials science departments have a biomaterials program or participate in

an interdisciplinary bioengineering and tissue engineering program.

1 lectrical engineers and computer scientists are working on rapid prototyping

methods to produce the polymer scaffolds, which will support laboratory

grown organs.

Research laboratories are not the only source of engineered tissues any more.

Many companies throughout the country produce polymer scaffolds, skin,

gum tissue, and cartilage. Others are anticipating the development of more

complicated tissues. Integra Life Sciences in Plainsboro, New Jersey is

rescartii ng general methods for the prodiKtion of tissue using collagen

products. Oeative Biomolecules in Hopkinton, Massachusetts uses a protein

called Ol'-l and a polymer mixture to regenerate dental bone. Advanced

Tissue Sciences ot La Jolla, California has a large part of the market for the

production of engineered skin and possibly cartilage for knees and other

joints.

Undifferentiated cells

Heart

Skin

Bone marrow

"^

At present, tissue engineering could hardly be called more than a fledgling

field, but someday it may be as significant as chemical or electrical engineering.

Perhaps our children will consider majoring in tissue engineering in college.

Terrifying and miraculous things will doubtlessly be seen as a result of tissue

engineering research, and as is the case with most new technologies, tissue

engineering will open new doors and pose new questions for generations to

come.
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Welcome
to UIUC!

The only privately owned

residence hall near...

• Engineering Campus
• Computer Science

• Beckman Institute
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&^ Hendrick House
Offering Private Ethernet Connections

Via Fiber to the Internet
Campus-wide acclaimed meals

Carpeted rooms/semi-private baths

Fully Equipped Exercise Room

Optional Services: Parking and Cable

Accessible Housing

1 ''//

'- V

• Computer Lab

• Bicycle Room
• Free local telephone

• Weekly maid service

• Totally air-conditioned

• Scholastic Awards

Green & Lincoln

Urbana,IL 61801

www.hendrickhouse.coni

(217) 365-8000

or (217)356-3344
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Discovery LS:

A Revolution in Medical Imaging

On June 21st, 2001, GE Medical Systems showed the

WORLD THE FUTURE OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING. At

A GALA PRESS EVENT AT THE WaLDORF-ASTORL\ HOTEL IN

New York, GE unveiled its new Discovery LS hybrid

CT/PET SYSTEM TO over 500 MEDIA AGENCIES.

O
By Clunvitan Mukhopadhyay

On hand were Jeff Immelt, president and chairman-elect of

(iE, Joe Hogan, president and CEO of GE Medical

Systems, and Beth Klein, VP and global general manager of

functional imaging. Dr. Ralph E. Coleman, vice chair of the

Division of Nuclear Medicine at Duke University Hospital, Dr.

Gustav K. von Schulthess, director. Division of Nuclear Medicine at

Zurich University Hospital, and Dr. Homer A. Macapinlac,

Associate Professor of Radiology, Director and Section Chief ofPET

MD at Anderson Cancer Center, amongst others, represented the

medical community.

Why the Discovery System is Important: The Impact of Cancer

(dancer is a pervasive problem that effects nearly 10 million people

around the world, a figure that includes incidence, prevalence and

mortality rates for the disease. Asia reports the overwhelming

majority of cancer cases at 4.4 million. By comparison, Europe

reports 2.8 million. North America 1.4 million and Africa 627,000.

Developing countries, including those in Asia, lead the world in

lung, oral and colon cancer and Hodgkin's disease cases while North

America suffers the most skin cancers. Given the burgeoning

populations of many developing nations and the probable increase

in the incidences of melanoma due to the thinning ozone layer,

cancer will continue to be a serious problem for millions in the years

to come. Given these sobering figures, the medical establishment is

understandably optimistic about GE's new machine, a device the

company and medical professionals hope will greatly improve cancer

treatment.

Hospitals, doctors and medical experts the world over are very

optimistic about what the Discovery system can do for the diagnosis,

treatment and prevention of cancer. Physicians believe this system

will give them a powerful new tool and may help alleviate the

sufferings of cancer patients and hopefully someday prevent cancers

trom developing.

CT-PET: The Next Generation of Imaging

The Discovery LS, GE's newest image fusing device, has also

become its new flagship product. Combining two existing

technologies, CAT or CT scanning, and PET scanning, the

Discovery LS, which stands for Light Speed, promises to greatly

enhance a physician's ability to diagnose and determine proper

treatment for cancer.

How CT Scanning Works

CT stands for Computed
Tomography and uses X-rays to

provide detailed anatomical

information about a patient.

During a CT scan, the patient lies

on a table while an X-ray tube and

detector array housed in a gantry

revolves around them. During the

scan, the X-rays emitted by the

device are absorbed by structures of

varying densities in the patient's

body. After multiple revolutions

around a "slice" of the patient's

body, the CT scanner has acquired

enough data to generate an anatomical image of the patient,

including organ and bone structures.

This aspect of the procedure is the tomography. The computer

comes in when the raw data is processed and displayed as an image

showing density gradients in the body, and, hence, anatomical

structures. Newer CT scanners not only revolve around the patient's

midsection. They spiral up and down the length of their body,

thereby providing a detailed image of a patient's anatomy, a process

analogous to putting slices of bread together to create a loaf

PET, or Positron Emission Tomography, works on a similar principle,

but provides metabolic rather than anatomical information. Doctors

can use this chemical and physiological information as an early

I 'nivcrsity of I i Engineering Magazir



warning system to detect the development oi certain diseases before

they manifest themselves anatomically. Prior to a PET scan, the

patient is injected with mildly radioactive substances which act as

tracers as they work their way through the body. The most common

of these is a sugar called FDG. As the body's cells metabolize this

sugar they give off energy that the PET scanner detects and, after

some processing, displays as diagnostic images. Specifically, cancerous

cells utilize sugar much more rapidly than normal cells, so the scan

picks up these cancerous regions and displays them as "hot spots " in

the image. A PET scanner is specifically tuned to detect such "hot

spots," making it an essential part of

cancer diagnosis.

The Fusion Technology

By themselves, CT and PET
technologies are powerful tools and

greatly aid in the search and detection

of cancer. However, there are

significant disadvantages to using

separate scans to provide anatomical

and physiological patient information.

The biggest disadvantage is the length

of time required to complete both sets

of scans. First, a patient must get a CT
scan, await the results, then get a PET
scan and await those results. With the

Discovery LS system, patients and

doctors get the information from both scans in one 30-minute

procedure, instead of having to wait 2-3 weeks for a separate CT and

PET scan.

Another disadvantage with two scans is the difficulty in trying to

exactly correlate the anatomical data of a CT with the physiological

information from a PET scan. During both scans, as the patient lies

on the table, they make slight movements of their bodies that show

up in the images. When doctors later try to combine the images to

determine exactly where in a patient a cancer has developed, they

find it difficult because the images from the CT don't necessarily line

up with the images from the PET.

The Discovery system gives doctors both structural and metabolic

information for a patient at the same time, greatly increasing the

accuracy with which they can detect and pinpoint cancer. According

to GEMS, the images from Discovery can be thought of as radar

images shown onTV weather reports. The PET shows concentrations

ofcancer cells in a color spectrum, like radar shows concentrations of

precipitation. The CT provides the "map" in the weather report

analogy, showing doctors precisely where the cancer is located. The

Discovery truly provides the best of both worlds by fusing images

from the GE LightSpeed Plus CT scanner and the GE Advance Nxi

PET, the fastest, most sophisticated CT and PET devices that GEMS
manufactures.

Genesis of Discovery

According to GE, development of the

Discovery LS was prompted by customer

demands for a fast, all-in-one system that

would combine the accuracy and

information of both CT and PET scanners.

The system represents the next step in GE's

already advanced line of image fusing

technologies.

A physician's need to detect, diagnose and

treat cancer more effectively led to the

development of the Discovery LS system.

For years, medical professionals such as

radiologists, nuclear medicine professions,

radiation oncologists, surgical oncologists

and referring physicians have been looking for reliable answer to

questions like, "Does a patient have cancer? Is a legion benign or

malignant? Where is the cancer? Is it spreading? How large is the

cancer? What is the optimal therapy? Is the therapy working? Is

there a reoccurrence of cancer?"

The Discovery LS helps doctors accurately locate legions, identify

those legions as benign or malignant and differentiate them from

scar tissue. The system also boasts excellent sensitivity and specificity,

resulting in clinical confidence and the reduction of false alarms and

missed detections. Perhaps most importantly, fused images help

guide a physician's treatment of cancer patients. It lets them identity

the stage of the cancer, plan radiation treatment and monitor the

effectiveness of that treatment and make dynamic adjustments if

necessary.

A CT Image (left) combined with a PET image in the middle, results in the fused image to

the left. This ftision process gives doctors greater insight as to where a tumor, visible in the

center image as a dark spot, has developed in a patient.
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Earlv development of the system began in tlie micl-')()s. Since then,

GE has spent $50 million on the Discovery, plus another $80

million on research and development oFthe LightSpecd CT and

Advance NXi PET systems. In order to develop these devices, the

company utilized it's highly-touted Six Sigma quality control

methodology, specifically, a process called "Design lor Six Sigma" or

DFSS.

Earlier Image Fusing Technologies

Discovery LS is the latest in CiE's long line ot image fusion

technologies. After last year's purchase of SMV, a small but

technologically advanced medical imaging firm, GE has been hard at

work incorporating SMV's product line into their own image fusing

machines. For example, GE's Discovery VI, currently in the

development phase, uses a six-detector design pioneered by SMV in

their Positrace hybrid CT/PET scanner. GE innovations to the

Positrace design include the use of one-inch sodium iodide detector

crystals, called Starbright. Also, GE has fused SMV's PET system

with their HiSpeed CT scanner and sped up acquisition times. The

system, priced at $1.3 million, will begin shipping in the fourth

quarter.

GE also upgraded its popular Hawkeye system with the Discovery

VH, a multipurpose scanning device. The Hawkeye has already

established a strong foothold in the global imaging market. The

system has been installed at 75 medical centers and has serviced

approximately 5000 patients since it's introduction last year. The

Hawkeye also features optional software packages that can correct

attenuation for enhanced image quality or improve localization of

pathological findings. GE is also planning to release a Hawkeye

system to be u.sed for nuclear cardiology that will cost under half a

million dollars.

Looking beyond image acquisition, GE has plans for several

enterprise solutions for enhanced hospital connectivity. New
software for their eNtegra and PowerStation workstations will

improve workflow and networkabiliry. Currently in the works is a

system that would bring eNtegra to a pocket PC environment,

thereby allowing doctors access to images, scheduling, patient

studies and workflow from anywhere. GE Medical Systems

Information Technologies, a division of GEMS that specializes in

information systems and systems integration, also has plans to create

services that will enhance doctor access to clinical information and

images. The creation of such workflow and enterprise solutions

specifically for Discovery LS images will be greatly eased since the

entire system is digital.

Outlook for Discovery and Response of the Medical Community

flnfortunately, as with any new medical technology, the initial use of

I he Discovery LS system will be very limited due to its cost. The

unit, which is manufactured at GE Medical Systems World

I leadquarters in Waukesha, Wisconsin, boasts $2.7 million price

t.ig, .md will be installed in 30 metropolitan areas by the end of next

year, says GE. By 2003, GEMS hopes to ship 500 Discovery

systems. Hopefully, as the price of the system declines, the system

will be used in more a preventative function. According to Dr.

Cole; iin, "I think that in the future, we will see this being used

more and more in screening modes. I think ii 11 be particularly

helpful lor patients that are a high risk for having a cancer.

"

tAirrenily there are three units operational in beta sites around the

world: Zurich University Hospital Zurich in Switzerland, Johns

Hopkins Medical Institution in Baltimore, Maryland, and Rambam

Medical Center in Haifa, Israel. The orders for new units are already

coming in - the day after GE held their press conference, a New York

hospital placed the very first order for an LS system from GE's web

sales center, according to Beth fGein. Despite the unit's hefty price

tag, Joe Hogan is hopeful that hospitals will acquire the Discovery,

stating that institutions can break even economically with a scan

volume of 5 patients a day.

Likewise, at the Waldorf, other GE officials expressed their optimism

about the development. According to Immelt, "Discovery LS will

help pave a new frontier in patient care as advanced medical imaging

becomes the eyes to help new drugs and other innovative treatments

precisely target disease. " Beth fGein looked to the future: "This is

only the beginning. It can revolutionize cancer care. We will

continue to expand. "Dr. Coleman shared her positivity, "In years to

come fused imaging systems could become as popular as magnetic

resonance and CT scanners because of their ability to detect disease

earlier and optimize treatment." Dr. von Schulthess was also

optimistic, stating, "This translates into better-tailored therapy for

patients."

The response from others in the medical community has been

similarly optimistic. "The opportunity to aid doctors in diagnosing

cancer more accurately and monitoring response to treatment earlier

means that these new anti-cancer drugs may be utilized properly to

have a greater chance ofworking," said Dr. Macapinlac.

Dr. Schulthess perhaps best sums up the impression of doctors

around the world: "The Discovery LS may be the most significant

development in cancer detection and diagnosis in the last 20 years."

As other forms of cancer treatment become more effective, including

cancer-blocking drugs, the Discovery LS system and it's successive

iterations of fused imaging technology should prove invaluable in

the treatment and eventual prevention of cancers around the world.

By giving doctors a map of the human body and indicating which

areas are trouble spots. Discovery will aid significantly in the

development of targeted treatment options.
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Top Eleven Tips for Buying a New Computer

(And One For Bringing Old Computers!)

I

So you're going to college and don't want to have|

I

TO DEAL WITH YOUR E\MILY'S TEN YEAR OLD ApPLE IIe. A
|

perfectly reasonable request; Here are tips on

i

buying a new computer from someone who's done i

IT RECENTLi^

o
by Jijson Wong

1.) Laptop vs. Desktop

A desktop is cheaper, more powerful and less likely damaged. But a laptop is, well

portable. Feel like going to the library to study but still need Internet access and

don't want to sit in a lab? Bring your laptop and an Ethernet cable, and you're set

to go since the libraries have Ethernet ports. During

finals week, I went to the library to study and my
laptop became my MP3 player - very convenient.

And security for a laptop? Just buy a decent quality

lock, or something that beeps when you try and

move it - you'll feel better. Laptops are definitely

more expensive, but if you (your parents?) can afford

it, it's well worth it.

4.) Get more hard drive space
than you think you need
CDs are a great thing, but MP3s
are better. Are they illegal? Well,

yes... But, nevertheless, if you do break the

la'w, playlists of MF3s are like listening the

radio without the commercials.

And, you can burn your favorite

tracks off your CDs and create a

gigantic mix. MP3s are small

compared to WAV files, but you
ended up ripping so many off CDs
and downloading them from other

places that it adds up. Also, you
may be downloading video files

(episodes of the Simpsons, for example), and
while 10 GBs will do, 20 GBs and over will

be best. This is more of a laptop concern, but
it's a worthwhile tip nevertheless.

2.) Choose RAM ove?- processingpower

So you have an option - get 128 MB of

RAM instead of 64 MB, or stick with

64 MB and get that faster processor.

GET MORE RAM! I cannot emphasize

that enough. The jump from 1 GHz to

1.2 GHz will not matter as much if you

don't have at LEAST 128 MB of RAM -

the newest version of Windows,

Windows XP Consumer, requires at

least that much. For a laptop, get the

most you can afford, and, for a desktop,

256 MB would be ideal.

5.) Get a printer

Yes, all the computer labs have printers. But laser printing

costs 8 cents a page. Yes, the dot matrix printers are free,

but the dot matrix printers also suck. They are slow, have

low quality, and the paper is virtually see-through. You

will need to print a lot more than you expect - class notes,

multiple drafts of papers and e-mail as an abbreviated list.

It's far more convenient to print in your dorm room. It's

a heck of a lot cheaper than 8 cents a page too!

3.) Get a big

screen
Since you are an
engineer, a healthy

portion of your day
'Will be spent

staring at a
monitor. So spend
a little more and
your eyes will

thank you. For

laptops, I'd

recommend at least a
14" LCD screen, and.

for a desktop, at LEAST
15", but a
17" monitor

will make
you much
happier.

19" is

overkiU,

but it's fun!

Good luck fitting that

on your desk, though!
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1

6.) For laptop users: Get a port replicator

iSo, if you're like me, you have a lor of gadgers -

iUSB, serial, maybe even an old parallel port

•7.) Alsofor laptop users: Buy an
external mouse!

; 8.) Springfor the

I got SO Iriistiatecl with my touchpad .Microsoft Office

widget sitting aroimd. I'irst, imagine plugging all ilhat 1 ran out an bought a nice, high- [software

quality mouse. Touchpads get jMicrosoft Word is

annoying, as do those pointing sticks iobviously crucial when
some laptops have in the keyboard. lit comes to surviving

Go for a good mouse. Believe me on iacademically. Most

this one. You can thank me later. isystems will come with

•at least that. Computers that don't come with

Microsoft Office, though, are missing pretry

crucial college software - namely Excel and

PowerPoint. Excel is just really useful in

automating GPA calculations (you're an engineer

you know you'll do it) and PowerPoint is usefiil

that into the back of your laptop (speakers, a

couple USB connections for a printer and CD-
RW drive, serial port for an organizer, a parallel

port connection for an old Zip drive). Ihen,

imagine trying to bring the laptop somewhere,

having to disconnect approximately 500 connections, then having to

reconnect it all once you return to your room. Not fiin. A port

replicator will give you more ports than the back of your laptop, and

all you have to do is connect or disconnect your laptop to the

replicator! Instant connections/disconnections! Highly recommended, iacademically. Many classes use PowerPoint notes,

-and higher level classes will require that

PowerPoint presentations be given. Yes, the computer labs have them. And yes,

the computer labs are extremely inconvenient to use. You're a college student

now, so you can get a discount on the software - it's worth it.

9.) Your computer will become your

entertainment center

Get iiood speakers - vou will need them. A
^ f -

. , i

desktop system with satellite speakers and a subwoofer '10.) Makefriends voith
\

will be a great thing. Built-in laptop speakers suck, people with CD burners\jjyQ^i^-^jj^^^^

believe me - no bass whatsoever. Invest in a pair of iThis goes back to the

speakers - it doesn't have to be a great pair, but jdigltal entertainment
anything will beat the internal speakers. And Icenter. Not everyone has
reconsider that stereo that you've been thinking about |a portable MPS player,

hauling down to U of I - the radio will be rarely used, 'and it's far cheaper to

CDs can be played on your computer, and do you Iburn CDs from MP3s.
really have tapes that you listen to anymore?

| Either get a CD burner

I

Company

I

Yes, a big name will be

1 good, unless you know

i

lots of computer

i hardware guys that you

1 can call at the drop of a

hat OR can fix it

Structural Engineers

EXPLORE
rsniRm.
UJi^\j!;J

As a Chicagoland division of Dietrich

Industries, Dietrich Design Group offers

the opportunity to work In one of two
primary focus areas: engineering design and R&D.

Dietrich Design Group offers:

An Opportunity to Join "One of the Top 1 00
Companies in the U.S., " as recognized
by Fortune Magazine
A Signing Bonus and Quarterly Bonus Plan

Tuition Reimbursement
Relocation Assistance

40 Ik Tax-deferred Savings,
Profit Sharing, Stock Purchase Plan

1 00% Comprehensive Family Health Plan

Many Other Attractive Incentives

Dietrich Design Group
A Worthlngton Induitrici Company

1 4 1 4^ield Street Building C Suite I

Id, Indiana 46320
2443 219-853-9473 FAX 219-932-4141

www.drilmchindustrjes.com

-yourself or find someone
; y^^^^^,f gut with a big

Iwho does. Then transfer
\^^^^^^y^ web-based

your MP3s, convert them
; ^^^^ ,^^^oxu 24/7

;to WAVs and then create
\ p^^ne help and quick

!an audio CD. Your
\

^.^^^^ exchange will be

^^_'^_^"^_^_^"_i^_^h y°'^:J very reassuring along the

iway. Don't immediately go with the

jcheapcst company - talk to others, see what

ithey have to say. Especially with laptops -

Still thinking iyo^ just can't crack open the case. Though,

about that iwith desktops, you can void the warranty if

Apple lie? lyou open the case, and that's also bad. So

Iget some recommendations, and make good

I
friends with hardware geeks.

Well here's

my one tip:

1.) For an old computer, make sure the most updated Internet

tools work well

U oft does a LOT of things through its networf; - class

registration, e-mail communication and even online

homework. Download the best web browsers available on the

computer you are thinking about bringing, along with Adobe

Acrobat, U of 1 Direct, Windows Media Player and

RealPlayer. As long as these software packages can function

fairly well, your old computer will do. It may not be the best,

but it'll do.



An Interview with Nile Southern
I'm not comfortable writing this piece because Terry Southern is my favorite writer.

So I'm going to be honest with you. After you're done reading this, I want you to

go out and buy all of Terry Southern's books. I want you to read them, live them

and give them to your friends and family members. I want international Terry

Southern Day. I want everyone walking around speaking ultra-fab slang to each

other. I want a society that not only admits we all hide dark parts in our souls, but

a society that teaches us we can make the dark part weak through laughter.

o
by Randy Duax

For starters, however, I'd be happy with everyone

giving Southern the credit he deserves. Southern

passed away in 1995 leaving behind a massive

amount of unpublished work. Hollywood hadn't called

on him much in the last decades of his life, even though
he'd written Dr. Strangelove, Easy Rider and Barbarella.

Literary circles had snubbed him lor giving screenwriting

a go, ignoring his critically acclaimed masterpieces Red
Dirt Marijuana and Other Tastes, Candy and The Magic
Christian (my favorite). He was the godfather of the beat

poets and the beginning of New
Journalism. For those of you still

unimpressed, take a look at the cover of

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Band. See the

guy in the shades? Yup. Terry Southern.

Luckily, for those of us who've
exhausted our resources and needed a

fix, Terry's son Nile released Now Dig
This: The Ufispeakable Writi?igs of Terry

Southern, 1950-1995 on June 1^^

2001. I've been chomping at the bit

waiting for this collection, and after

years ofvisitingTerry Southern's website

{http://www.terrysouthern.com), I e-

mailed Nile with a few questions about
the upcoming book and Terry.

Vntu'lblnnhis

^
Randy: What would you say Terry's

philosophy on writing was? Who were
the writers that he looked up to?

Nile: Terry was out to "smash
smugness." He told Time Magazine \n

1964 that "the world has no right to complacency
whatsoever." He looked up to Edgar Allen Poe and some
of French existentialist writers, like Celine and Camus.
His philosophy and technique merged when he
discovered that the great writers (like Poe) spent a lot of
time getting the audience to believe in them as an
authoritative and credible witness—once you have that,

Terry said, you can go as far out as possible—^which he
often did.

R: (I have to ask 'cause this is a technological magazine)

What were his views (if any) on technology?

N: He felt that systems whose creators believed they were
foolproof really weren't. Dr. Strangeloveh a good example.

Terry loved the line he wrote for James Earl Jones when
he's about to release the bomb which blows up the earth.

All he says as he flicks the switch is "Second safety..."

Terry wrote a screenplay about arms merchants selling

weapons of destruction to the third world. He took a

vor\' dim view on military technology and profiteering as

well. He was primarily a progressive

humanist — someone who believed

that man was basically corrupt, but
that art could liberate...

R: What do you think is a good work
of Terry's for the uninitiated to start

with?

N: Now Dig This is a perfect starting

point.

R: Did he have any personal conflicts

in preferring to write films more than

quality-lit' or vice-versa?

N: Yes - but it was too late to do
anything about it. When Hollywood
abandoned him, the literary world had

already been sort of offended by his

going over to the 'other side.'mmtmMmn

The cover of"Now Dig This," Nile Southern's

new book about his father, Terry.

R: What was Terry's most lasting

contribution to American culture?

N: His characters, his unique prose

style, his outrageousness and also the way he lived

his life - true to his beliefs and uncompromising, despite

the terrible hardships of being a neglected but important

artist. He also coined or made famous many phrases:

"Easy Rider," "Dr. Strangelove " and "fan-#*ing-tastic!"

R: What kind of audience does Terry's work most appeal

to? (My brother Joey actually asked this, except he said,

"How come girls never understand The Magic Christian
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wlicn I give it to tlu-iii

to read?!")

N: That is a very funny

one because I have

letters in Terry's

archive from guys
reporting the same
thing and saying they

dumped their

girlfriends because

they didn't think it

funny! I guess guys

like the excitement of

messing things up,

and that is what Guy
Grand does - on a big

scale! The Magic
Christian shows you
what Terry thought
people who have tons

of money ought to do
with it: create pranks

that expose the whole
arbitrary nature of the

human construct - one

which currently serves the rich, and serves up the poor.

We shall see which audiences Terry snares this generation.

From what I can tell, he is being discovered by academics

aged 20-50 (professors and students of literature and
American Studies), screenwriters of all ages, pop culture

people, journalists (aspiring and established - he is the

reason many of them get/got into writing to begin with),

and, of course, the counterculture (As a journalist for L.A.

Weekly recently said, "Terry Southern invented the 60's").

Now Dig This was released June 1st. A

EB LINKS
For more information on Terry Southern and Now Dig This, visit

httD-.llwww. temisouthem.com

httb-.llwww. nowdinhis.com

Nissan Forklift Corporation, located in a

far NW suburb of Chicago, is a full line

supplier of engine powered forklifls. electric

sit-down and stand-up nders, narrow aisle

reach trucks, electric pallet trucks, electric

tow tractors, electric walkie stackers, and

manual pallet trucks in the Nissan and

Barrel! Industnal Truck brands NFC has

recently become the first Forklift Manufacturer

to achieve the stringent California Air

Resources Board compliance certification

for Clean Air quality.

We seek individuals with a minimum of a

Bachlor's Degree in the following Engineenng

or related fields: Ivlanufactunng. Ivlechanical,

Industnal, or Tooling NFC offers a great

benefit package which includes 401 (k).

Ivledical & Life Insurance. Qualified

Candidates can fax or mail resumes to:

FORKLIFT
Nissan Forklift Corporation, NA.

240 North Prospect St

Marengo. IL 60152
(815)568-0061

Fax (815)568-0181

www.nissanforklift com

iotliinsisjmorerewardins
Tthiinm^ork that matters.

Every day. Guidant Corporation is pioneering life-saving

technology that gives more than 6 million patients around the

world another day. Another year. Another lifetime. Steered by a

strong entrepreneurial culture, we develop, manufacture and market a

broad array of cardiac and vascular medical solutions. A career at Guidant

is the opportunity to steer your future and positively impact the lives of

countless others. We will be on campus for the following:

Career Expo - September 10th Presentation - September 25th

Interviews - September 26th

G U I D /\I\IT
IT'S A GREAT TIME TO SE ALIVE'

www.guidant.cotTi/careers

Our staff of technical professionals

works to develop engineering

solutions that benefit our clients well

into the future. We seek aggressive,

enthusiastic individuals with the

willingness to improve the future

through Innovative engineering and
advanced science.

Milwaukee. Wl • 414,259-1500

1 Bay. Wl • 920/592-9440

H/ladison, Wi * 608,/242-1550

Chicago (O'Hare), IL • 773,'399-ai 12

Chicago (Loop), IL * 312/939-7007

I equal opportunity Iaffirmative action employe

J employee-owned firm
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what matters

most: the

size of the city

you work in

or the size of

the network

you work on?

Vour resume knows the answer. Not only

do we have one of the largest privateh'

tmned computer networks in tlie countn,

C'omputerworld considers us one of its

"100 Best Places to Work'." Add excellent

pay and benefits, a diverse workplace, a

balanced lifcshle, huge possibilities for

personal advancement and \oull soon

realize that bigger is better. Even if it is

in a smaller cits.

Contact State Kami Hmrian Resources

at jobopps.corpsouth@statefarni.com

tor intormation about current positions.

Or \isif our website ^
at statefarm.com.

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

Get there with State Farm.

State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices; Bloomington, Illinois

An Equal Opportunity Employer



His impact has been remarkable.

For Phil the world of Ford Motor Company has always been a world without limits. From

developing a strategy for a major component of our business, to working with senior management on

projects spanning the company, his conthbutions have been significant.

The fact is Phil has implemented programs that have fundamentally changed every aspect of

everything we do.

Changing the way we do business is an invitation we extend to all of our employees. And to

people like you.

For more information about current career opportunities, visit our web site at mycareer.ford.com.

By choice, we are an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to a culturally diverse workforce.

^^^/^to^r^/PTnfian^

^sroxjvo ma^Da | Lincoln M^/}^fM Mercury (^ jaguar
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